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Abstract
A gangrenous, strangulated, and incarcerated inguinal hernia is a rare cause of intestinal obstruction, accounting for only 0.29% to 2.9%
of all causes of inguinal hernias. In this case report, we present a case of gangrenous, strangulated, and incarcerated inguinal hernia who
had undergone imaging study with computed tomography. The patient is an 81-year-old elderly female with a painful, protruding and
non-reducible mass over the right inguinal region for 10 days. Laboratory studies revealed leukocytosis with a white blood cell count of
19.8 x 103 /uL (normal values at our institution are 3.4 – 4.9 x 103 /uL). The C-reactive protein level of the patient was elevated at 166.3
mg/dl (>6 mg/dl). A computed tomography (CT) imaging study was performed for further clinical assessment.
CT revealed C-shaped bowel loops characterized with a “serrated beak” appearance at the transition point suggesting a strangulated right
inguinal hernia. Laparotomy confirmed the presence of a strangulated and incarcerated right inguinal hernia. CT findings of C-shaped
bowel loops with a serrated beak appearance are important in achieving a correct diagnosis and providing helpful information pertaining
to clinical management and optimal treatment planning.
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Introduction
An inguinal hernia is an abnormal protrusion of intra-abdominal structures through a fascial defect in the groin. When a bowel
segment inside the hernia sac becomes obstructed, interference of circulation may ensue. Strangulation of the inguinal hernia is
present in the patient in our case report, a condition in which gangrene of the contents in the hernia sac has occurred. A strangulated
inguinal hernia is a life-threatening condition that requires urgent surgical intervention. Historically, prominent adhesive bands
are a well-established cause of intestinal obstruction. Documentations of hernias can be traced back to the time of Hippocrates,
and the catastrophic consequences incarcerated hernias have been known since time immemorial. Celsus had referred to a number
of interesting historical incidences and was the first to detail surgical techniques for the correction of hernias. Needless to say, these
measures, involving various techniques of cauterization or the use of caustic substances are extremely primitive compared with
modern day techniques [1-4].

Case Report
The patient in our case report is an 81-year-old elderly female suffering from a painful, protruding, and non-reducible mass over
the right inguinal region for 10 days. The patient had never visited the emergency department prior to her present condition. Upon
admission, her vital signs were stable, and laboratory studies revealed leukocytosis with a white blood cell count of 19.8 x 103 /uL
(normal values at our institution are 3.4 – 4.9 x 103 /uL). The C-reactive protein level of the patient was elevated at 166.3 mg/dl (>6
mg/dl). Physical examination revealed a tense, bulging, painful and erythematous mass 12 cm in size over the right inguinal region.
An incarcerated inguinal hernia was suspected, and computed tomography (CT) revealed C-shaped bowel loops with a “serrated
beak” appearance at the transition point suggesting strangulation of an incarcerated right inguinal hernia (Figure 1). Laparotomy
confirmed the diagnosis of a gangrenous, strangulated and incarcerated hernia.
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Figure 1: Strangulated hernia in an 81-year-old woman
(a) Coronal; (b) Axial contrast-enhanced reformatted CT image of the abdomen shows a strangulated inguinal
hernia (arrows) causing small bowel obstruction (arrows). A herniated bowel loop with a serrated beak and
C-shaped configuration, discrete mesenteric engorgement within the hernia sac

Discussion
Hernias are protrusions of normal anatomic structures through fascial and muscular layers containing them. An inguinal hernia
occurs when various layers of the abdominal wall fail to contain enclosed viscera. The most common clinical presentation in nearly
all patients is the appearance of a lump in the groin region, sometimes accompanied by pain or a dragging sensation. Hernias may
initially resolve by themselves only to reappear with coughing, straining or standing. Complications may eventually develop, such
as irreducibility and obstruction with or without strangulation, which could quickly turn an easily treatable condition into a lifethreatening emergency. Identification of risk factors may be helpful in predicting complications in certain patient groups. Early
admission and prompt surgery of high-risk patients may significantly reduce mortality and morbidity [5].
Inguinal hernias may become irreducible and result in intestinal obstruction, but strangulation is, by far, the complication of
greatest concern and requires urgent surgical intervention. Strangulation occurs when circulation is compromised. Venous
congestion results from partial blood supply interruption; gangrene occurs in cases of complete blood supply occlusion.
Although much less frequently encountered than inguinal hernias, femoral hernias are much more prone to become strangulated.
The incidence of strangulation in inguinal hernias is up to 5% [6]. Risk factors predicting complications in the adult population are
advanced age, short duration of hernia, femoral type hernias, and co-existing medical illnesses [5-7].
Exact precipitating causes of bowel obstruction and strangulation are unclear, but coughing or sneezing may force intra-abdominal
contents into the hernia sac, which are then pinched at the neck of the sac by the deep ring. The contents within the hernia sac
become swollen due to venous congestion, which in turn causes impair of arterial circulation and ensuing gangrene within 4-6
hours. If left untreated, gut perforation may occur, leading to localized sepsis followed by generalized septicemia.
Large, long-standing inguinal hernias are more commonly the sliding variety of hernias. Neglected cases, such as patients in
nursing homes, hospices and psychiatric wards, may develop necrosis of the overlying skin. Sometimes, the sac may even slough
off, resulting in intestinal protrusion through the defect. In our patient, most of the small bowel was protruding out of the sac and
was observed lying in front of the upper thigh. Gangrene of the bowel was due to both arterial and venous occlusion at the level of
the deep ring. This patient was elderly and living alone, and systemic sepsis was observed by the time she was brought to medical
attention. The most common cause of intestinal perforation is bowel necrosis at the ante-mesenteric border due to impairment of
vascular perfusion. In cases of large inguinal hernias, even direct trauma may cause bowel perforation [8].
Standard laparotomy is the recommended treatment of a strangulated inguinal hernia because adequate gut resection after
identifying the vascular structures is only possible through abdominal incision [9]. Intestinal resection and anastomosis are
performed through a midline celiotomy, and Bassini’s repair is undertaken to treat the hernia. After debridement, the scrotal
wound is packed in male patients.
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After undergoing surgical intervention, the patient in our case report made a slow but steady post-operative recovery. The extent and
severity of her disease is rarely encountered in this modern of age of sophisticated surgery and anesthesia. Although conservative
treatment may be instituted in frail, elderly patients who are poor surgical candidates, the potential of serious complications,
including strangulation and gangrene, makes it such an undesirable option that some countries in the world have adopted the
policy of operating on all hernias [10]. Elective hernia repair in frail and elderly patients, even those on continuous ambulatory
dialysis, has shown to be associated with lower mortality as compared to opting for conservative treatment [11].

Conclusion
Gangrene resulting from strangulation refers to ischemia caused by compromised vascular perfusion. It usually occurs when a
hernia causes obstruction of the afferent and efferent intestinal loops, creating a closed loop within the herniated bowel. Findings
on CT scans include closed-loop obstruction and evidence of ischemia as well as dilated, fluid-filled, U- or C-shaped loop of
bowel entrapped within the hernia sac [12]. Imaging findings indicating ischemia include bowel wall thickening, abnormal mural
hypo- or hyper attenuation and enhancement, and engorgement of the mesenteric vessels. Afferent and efferent limbs of the
involved bowel may exhibit a “serrated beak” appearance at the transition point (1).CT findings in inguinal hernias are important
in establishing an accurate diagnosis and providing helpful information pertaining to clinical management and optimal treatment
planning.
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